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“Happiness is  
not a matter of  

intensity  
but of balance,  

order, rhythm and 
harmony.” 

 
Thomas Merton, O.C.S.O. (1915 -1968) 

American Catholic writer and mystic. 
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                     The Chimes 
 

Vision – A life where the person is visible – the disability is not. 

                                    The Journey of Life  
Tips for Professionals 

D 
on Hillyer has been 
awarded the Bev 
Messner Excellence 
Award for September 

2014. Don is a hard worker who 
does not know the word “no”. 
He is dedicated to the                      
individuals that we serve. He is 
conscientious of appointments 
that everyone needs to go to 
and ensures that they indeed 
go. Don is always a step ahead 
of everyone! He is so high                    
energy and doesn’t seem to 
wind down! He always does 
more than his share in hopes 
that other staff have an “easy 
night”. If you call Don in the 

middle of the night and tell him 
that you need him, he will be 
there. Don’s work ethic is an 
example for us all to follow. 
Congratulations Don! 

Don Hillyer Receives Award   

Happiness is merely a                       
by-product of the journey of life. 
Dedicate yourself to the                    
journey. Develop a strong,                 
uncompromising commitment 
to becoming the-best-version-of
-yourself. Make the decisions of 
your life with that purpose and 
goal in mind. Take time each 
day to visualize that person you 
are capable of becoming. The 

more specific the visualization, 
the faster you’ll get there.                
Visualize particular ways of  
acting in certain situations.             
Before long, you’ll begin to              
respond that way.  
All great change is first an idea 
in our minds. Visualize those 
changes. If you do not, you will 
not. 
          The Rhythm of Life 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trappists
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_mysticism


   

What’s Happening Around Town 

Edgewood:  The month of August has been                
magical for the Edgewood ladies. The highlight was 
“The Heart of Rock and Roll prom”! The  ladies were 
truly transformed into princesses as they walked 
down the red carpet. All the ladies are spending time 
with family and friends. We have started to plan for 
our annual Halloween party.   
 
Frederick:  Everything has been running smoothly 
in the Frederick home. The staff members are          
working together as a team and keeping positive  
attitudes as well as the individuals who live in the 
Frederick home. Rick and Annie have been enjoying 
activities together. They have been to two concerts 
and a movie. Tom enjoys spending quiet time in his 
bedroom, but recently he went to Chipotle with staff. 
This past week was Bobby’s birthday! He really had 
fun! He laughed, smiled and ate cake and ice cream 
with his family that came to visit, along with staff 
and peers. We all sang “Happy Birthday” to him! Joe 
is very sociable with staff. He loves to laugh and 
speak to the staff and his peers. He also loves to eat. 
Joe went on an outing to see Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles at the movie theater. He enjoyed drinks and 
snacks. Please welcome Frederick’s new full time 
staff member, Scott. Everything has been going 
great in the Frederick home.    
 
Lane:  The ladies at Princess Lane have  really taken 
advantage of the summer weather the past couple of 
months. Jenna, Allie and Erica attended a pool 
party hosted by Erica’s grandmother. They spent a 
whole Sunday swimming, eating, dancing and doing 
crafts outside in the sunshine. Gabe recently spent 
the weekend in Pennsylvania riding every roller 
coaster at the Kennywood Amusement Park. She is 
definitely the house daredevil. Allie celebrated her 
birthday by going to Cincinnati to see the Backstreet 
Boys with her mom and sister. Erica spent a            
weekend camping in Put-in-Bay with her family. She 
roughed it in a tent for 3 nights. To finish off the                
summer right, Jenna will be celebrating her               
birthday with a “Hello Kitty” themed party with her 
roommates, friends and family. The ladies at           
Princess Lane had a sunny and adventurous          
summer! 
 
Nantucket: Hello! Hope everyone is having a great 
summer, because we the ladies at Nantucket are 
having a fantastic one! First we would like to thank 
everyone that came to our summer potluck cookout. 
A special thank you to our grill chef, Sheila B.           
Jennifer got our backyard looking beautiful. Katie 

loves her outings with her friend Jamie. Alicia is 
still in vacation mode as she just came back from 
one with her dad. Roxanna also loves to date with 
her special someone. We would like to wish Colleen 
good luck on her new path. Congratulations and we 
will miss you very much. 
 
Nineteenth Street:   From all the guys at 19th 
Street. We hope you all had a cool summer, because 
it was! Monroe has started a new job at work and 
really enjoys it! He is doing very well. Monroe looks 
forward to home visits as his brother often records 
new C.D.’s for his expanding music collection. We 
can’t forget Monroe’s continuing affection for his 
best girl, Brenda. Michael has discovered some of 
the newer programs on the Disney channel. Some of 
his favorites are “Dog with a Blog” and “Austin & 
Alli”, but nothing tops “Full House”. Michael          
recently added a talking watch to his vast                     
assortment of timepieces and is already asking, 
“How many days till Christmas?” Tim is doing well 
with his new found job at Goodwill. He works five 
days a week with weekends off. Tim often spends 
weekends with his family and social activities. Terry 
recently finished his golf season and was awarded a 
second place trophy and medal. Way to go Terry! 
Terry also enjoys action movies, karaoke, Duck 
Dynasty and WWF. With the summer that never was 
coming to an end, Monroe, Michael, Tim and Terry 
want to know…. “Are you ready for some            
football?” 
 
Priscilla:   Sunny greetings from the Priscilla home! 
We hope you enjoy the not-too-hot weather like we 
do! We seem to always be on the go! Warren keeps 
us on the go bike riding, walking in the parks,              
exchanging video games and going to the mall. John 
still loves to ride in the van. He doesn’t care where 
we go! Ronnie will soon join John at the Ellet  
Workshop. Ronnie will celebrate his 56th birthday 
at the end of the month! Seeing PJ and the               
Brookshire men is the highlight of his week! Matt 
continues to do so well at Blick! We visit his mom 
every month and she is so sweet to bake goodies for 
everyone! He likes to paly xbox with Warren and 
dance with staff. Enjoy the rest of the summer! 
  
Winchester:   Wow! What a summer it has been 
here at the Winchester home! Between camping,  
going to the movies, concerts in the park and going 
to the Akron Art Museum the ladies at Winchester 
have been going non-stop. We are so looking forward 

(Continued on page 3) 
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DSP Appreciation Week 2014 

Direct Support Professional week is September 7-13, 2014! 
 

Direct Support Professionals work hard and are the backbone to our company. Everyday 
they work with the individuals that we provide services for and are an integral part of 

Evant.  
 

Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for the wonderful work that you do!   
 

Please take a moment to congratulate Evant’s DSP’s for a job well 
done. 

to fall and all the new activities that we can do and 
see! Susan will be returning from Chicago after 
spending a week there with family and friends.  
Candice will be turning 66 this September and the 
ladies are planning to throw her a nice party to           

celebrate another wonderful year. Vanessa and Iris 
are still busy helping out around the house and 
Amanda loves the new outfits that Gloria made for 
her. We want to wish you all well and hope you had 
an awesome summer as well. Here’s to fall, warm 
colors and great friends!  

(Continued from page 2)  

The Heart of Rock and Roll Prom! 
 

Lucille, Margaret, 
Leigh and Deanna 
ready for a fun 
night! 

Jody, Lisa, Misa and Nicole all dressed up for a night out 
on the town! 

Carolyn 
ready to go! 



 

 Fire Safety 
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Sharing the road safely with school buses  
School buses are one of the safest forms of transportation on the road today. In fact, according to the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, riding a bus to school is 13 times safer than riding in a passenger vehicle and 10 times safer than walking to school. 
The reality of school bus safety is that more children are hurt outside the bus than inside as passengers. Most of the children who lose 
their lives in bus-related crashes are pedestrians, four to seven years old, who are hit by the bus or by motorists illegally passing a 
stopped school bus. For this reason, it is necessary to know the proper laws and procedures for sharing the road safely with school bus-
es:  

 All 50 states have a law making it illegal to pass a school bus that is stopped to load or unload children.  

 School buses use yellow flashing lights to alert motorists that they are preparing to stop to load or unload children. Red flashing 
lights and an extended stop sign arm signals to motorists that the bus is stopped and children are getting on or off the bus.  

 All 50 states require that traffic in both directions stop on undivided roadways when students are entering or exiting a school bus.  

 While state laws vary on what is required on a divided roadway, in all cases, traffic behind the school bus (traveling in the same 
direction) must stop.  

 The area 10 feet around a school bus is where children are in the most danger of being hit. Stop your car far enough from the bus 
to allow children the necessary space to safely enter and exit the bus.  

 Be alert. Children are unpredictable. Children walking to or from their bus are usually very comfortable with their surroundings. 
This makes them more likely to take risks, ignore hazards or fail to look both ways when crossing the street.  

 Never pass a school bus on the right. It is illegal and could have tragic consequences.  
 

Sharing the road safely with child pedestrians  
All drivers need to recognize the special safety needs of pedestrians, especially those that are children. Young, elderly, disabled and  
intoxicated pedestrians are the most frequent victims in auto-pedestrian collisions. Generally, pedestrians have the right-of-way at all 
intersections; however, regardless of the rules of the road or right-of-way, you as a driver are obligated to exercise great care and ex-
treme caution to avoid striking pedestrians.  

 Drivers should not block the crosswalk when stopped at a red light or waiting to make a turn. Do not stop with a portion of your 
vehicle over the crosswalk. Blocking the crosswalk forces pedestrians to go around your vehicle and puts them in a dangerous   
situation.  

 In a school zone when a warning flasher or flashers are blinking, you must stop to yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian crossing 
the roadway within a marked crosswalk or at an intersection with no marked crosswalk.  

 Always stop when directed to do so by a school patrol sign, school patrol officer or designated crossing guard.  

 Children are the least predictable pedestrians and the most difficult to see. Take extra care to look out for children not only in 
school zones, but also in residential areas, playgrounds and parks.  

 Don’t honk your horn, rev your engine or do anything to rush or scare a pedestrian in front of your car, even if you have the legal 
right-of-way.  

 

Sharing the road safely with child bicyclists  
On most roadways, bicyclists have the same rights and responsibilities as other roadway users and often share the same lane, but            
bicycles can be hard to see. The riders are exposed and easily injured in a collision. Oncoming bicycle traffic is often overlooked and its 
speed misjudged. Children riding bicycles create special problems for drivers because they are not capable of proper judgment in deter-
mining traffic conditions.  

 When passing a bicyclist proceeding in the same direction, do so slowly and leave at least a distance between you and the bicycle of 
no less than 3 feet. Maintain this clearance until you have safely passed the bicycle.  

 The most common causes of collisions are drivers turning left in front of an oncoming bicycle or turning right, across the path of 
the bicycle.  

 When your vehicle is turning left and there is a bicyclist entering the intersection from the opposite direction, you should wait for 
the bicyclist to pass before making the turn.  

 If your vehicle is turning right and a bicyclist is approaching on the right, let the bicyclist go through the intersection first before 
making a right turn. Remember to always use your turn signals.  

 Watch for bicycle riders turning in front of you without looking or signaling, especially if the rider is a child.  

 Take extra precautions in school zones and neighborhood areas where children and teenagers might be riding.  

 Watch out for bikes coming out of driveways or from behind parked cars or other obstructions.  

 Check side mirrors for bicyclists before opening the door. Some communities may fine drivers for collisions caused by opening a 
vehicle door in the path of a bicyclist.                                                                                                  -National Safety Council 

Back to School: Safety tips for motorists  
                                                           Submitted by; Pete Spadafino, Operations Director 



 
 

Employee News  

 

 

ATTENTION 
 

 

Remember if you are looking for extra hours or a new position to transfer 

to, there are opportunities available. Please contact HR if interested in any 

other positions. 
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Finder’s Fee 

“Do you know someone who might like to work for Evant?  Refer him or her 

to the main office to fill out an  application.  If we hire them, and they                  

successfully complete probation, you will receive a One Hundred Dollar 

($100.00) Finder’s Fee for your referral!”  

Thank you to everyone that has helped with the empty toner cartridge recycling. Unfortunately I will no 
longer be collecting cartridges until I find a suitable recycler again. STAY TUNED. 
 
 

Do you shop at Gordon Food Service (GFS)? If so, let the cashier know that Evant has an                     
account. The amount you spend at GFS will go towards a rebate at the end of the year. A check will            
automatically be sent to Evant at year end. 
 

 

Do you have old cell phones lying around your house collecting dust? If that is the case, think about          
donating them to Evant. A recycle box is located in the Evant reception area. 

In-House Fundraising Programs 

 

 

Bev Messner Excellence Award Nominations!  

Please take a moment to recognize an employee who 

goes above and beyond in their work!  

Please submit nominations to Jennifer Belty, Residential Director 



  

     Future News                   Complete the Circle 
 

 

  Healthy Lifestyle 
  25 Tiny Habits That Could Totally Change Your Life 

Because of the length of the following article, it will run in a series of 5-parts. Below is the 3rd section of the 5 parts. Stay tuned each 
month for the next section.   

Research, as well as common sense and personal experience, is showing us that small 
steps get us to far away places. The key is to consistently take those small steps in the 
same direction. Building a big, life-changing habit is difficult: it’s hard to keep the                   
willpower going long enough to see change. 
But building a tiny habit? That’s doable. BJ Fogg, Director of the Persuasive Tech Lab at 
Stanford, has done extensive research this very topic. The Fogg Method uses the                        
effectiveness of tiny, specific habits to create big changes in behavior. 
Here are 25 tiny habits you could add into your life. They don’t seem like much, but if you 
practice them regularly, they can change your energy level, your fitness, your                              
relationships, your work, your community, and your environment… in big ways. 
 

Tiny Habits for Better Productivity and Work 
1. Pretend to be your hero. When you’re faced with a challenging situation, an intimidating project, 
a new career leap, an important meeting, think about a hero in your industry or career. Then ask 
yourself what this person would do in your situation. How would she handle it? Would he be                   
intimidated? Fearful? Or confident and calm? Now imagine yourself doing exactly what you think 
your hero would do. This helps to clarify what the right actions are for you by removing the self-
doubt and negative self-talk that can bog you down in uncertainty. 
2. Do a 5-minute daily review at your desk at the end of the day. Before you leave work, or from 
your desk at home before you wrap things up for the day (or night!), take five minutes. Write down 
what you accomplished in a quick, bulleted list. Write down what you didn’t accomplish that you 
had hoped to, and what stopped you. Don’t beat yourself up for your failures, just notice, if you 
can, what caused you to get off track. And notice how much you did accomplish. This type of              
review is a way to help your brain focus on the positive (I did accomplish something today) and will 
help you to become more aware of the things that tend to derail you or distract you from productive 
work. 
3. Turn off all notifications for at least one long block of work time every day. Our brains are not 
adept at switching from one task to another. The single ding of an email notification or text, even if 
it’s about something completely unimportant, can cause you to lose up to 40% of your work time. 
Is it really worth it? Maybe if you have infinite time at your disposal… But we all know that you 
don’t. So do yourself and your career a favor, and silence all the dings and chirps for at least one 
long block of time (2 – 4 hours). 
4. Respond to all invitations and opportunities with “I’ll check my calendar.” Stop the knee-jerk      
response that you give, whether it is negative or positive. Maybe you’re too quick to say no (I am). 
Or maybe you’re a people-pleaser and you’re too quick to say yes, and find yourself over-booked 
and overwhelmed. Give yourself time to evaluate each opportunity by simply making it your                    
practice not to answer right away. Instead, say, “I’ll check my calendar and let you know.” Then, 
when you have a little time, check your calendar, your 
priorities, and determine what you can fit in. 
5. Spend 5 minutes a day thinking about the process 
you will take that will get you to your career goals. 
This is the right kind of positive visualization.                   
Visualizing the end result doesn’t usually help you get 
there. But visualizing yourself doing the steps you will 
take to reach your end goal can help you to actually 
follow-through on those steps when it is time. 
 

http://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/25-tiny-
habits-that-could-totally-change-your-life.html 

Next month: Tiny Habits for Better Relationships 
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http://www.thersa.org/fellowship/journal/archive/summer-2009/features/new-rules-of-persuasion
http://www.thersa.org/fellowship/journal/archive/summer-2009/features/new-rules-of-persuasion
http://www.foggmethod.com/
http://www.spring.org.uk/2011/03/the-right-kind-of-visualisation.php

